
Positive statements 
This presentation might contain specific progressive statements and also projections based on 

unpredictability, because they connect toevents and also depend upon conditions that will take place in 

the future and also which, by their nature, will have an effect on HansaMedical's business, economic 

condition and results of operations.  

The terms "anticipates", "presumes", "thinks", "can",." can", "price quotes", "expects", "forecasts", 

"intends", "might", "may", "strategies", "should", "tasks", "will certainly", "would certainly" or, in.each 

instance, their unfavorable, or other variations or equivalent terms are utilized to identify positive 

statement. 

There are a number of aspects that can cause actual results and growths to differ materially from those 

expressed.or indicated in a progressive statement or impact the extent to which a specific forecast is 

recognized.  

Aspects that could.trigger these distinctions consist of, but are not limited to, implementation of Hansa 

Medical's technique as well as its capacity to additionally.expand, threats associated with the 

development and/or authorization of Hansa Medical's products candidates, continuous medical.tests 

and also expected test results, the ability to market IdeS, modern technology adjustments and new 

products in Hansa. 

Medical's prospective market as well as sector, the ability to create brand-new products as well as boost 

existing products, the influence of.competition, adjustments as a whole economy and also sector 

conditions as well as legislative, regulative and also political elements. 

No assurance can be given that such expectations will certainly confirm to have actually 

been correct.  
Hansa Medical disclaims any type of commitment.to upgrade or change any type of forward-looking 

declarations, whether as a result of new info, future events or otherwise.3.Schedule.12:00 

Welcome.Introduction Hansa Medical CEO Göran Arvidson.Summary to HMED pipe SVP Christian 

Kjellman. 

The potential of IdeS as therapy of antibody-mediated disorders Dr Stanley Jordan & Dr Tomas 

Lorant.Q&A.Light lunch.IdeS-- a possible video game changer in transplantation VP Lena Winstedt.The 

path to authorization VP Sam Agus. 

Transplant market overview VP Emanuel Björne.Commercialization approach in hair transplant VP Henk 

Doude van Troostwijk.IdeS beyond desensitization-- Possibly an even greater opportunity SVP Christian 

Kjellman.Unique IgG-cleaving enzymes under development SVP Christian Kjellman.Q&A.14:30 Closing 

remarks CEO Göran Arvidson.4.Presenters.Christian Kjellman. 

SVP, Study and also.Growth.Göran Arvidson.President and chief executive officer.Emanuel Björne.VP, 

Business Growth and IR.Sam Agus.VP, Principal Medical Police Officer.Lena Winstedt.VP, Project 

Management.Henk Doude van.Troostwijk.VP, Commercial Workflow.Tomas Lorant.Partner 

Teacher,.Uppsala College. 



Stanley Jordan.Teacher Cedars Sinai.Medical Center, Los Angeles.5.Introduction.Göran Arvidson, 

President as well as chief executive officer.Introduction.Göran Arvidson, President and chief executive 

officer.6.· Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.· NYU Langone Medical Facility.· Johns Hopkins Medicine.· Lund 

College.· Uppsala Teaching Hospital. 

Necker Healthcare Facility, Paris. 
Hansa Medical picture.' Biopharma firm founded 2007.' Develops immunomodulatory enzymes for the 

therapy.of uncommon as well as extreme autoimmune problems and also transplant.denial.' 40 staff 

members in Lund, Sweden.· Extremely experienced monitoring team and also board of directors.' 

Provided on Nasdaq Stockholm (ticker: HMED). 

Market cap: SEK 7 800 M/ USD 960 M (Oct 3, 2017).Where are we today?5 anti-GBM individuals dealt 

with ü.Positive pre-clinical lead to autoimmune ü indications (anti-GBM and GBS) as well as for 

EnzE.Investment to day:.~ 600 MSEK.Cash today1:.SEK 131 m.Share price:.+ ~ 560%.because Capital 

Market.Day 2015.ü Accumulated and developed the company organization.with systematic approach to 

R&D, Regulatory, Medical,. 

Advertising, IP administration as well as IR-- 39 colleagues.Medical success with hair transplant 

indications in.several medical and also non-clinical research studies, with 42 people.treated before real 

transplantation.Innovation therapy for quick inactivation of IgG antibodies.Scientific proof-of-concept 

shown in numerous professional researches.Considerable unmet requirement.8.IgG-modulating 

enzymes-- An unique mode-of-action. 

Advancement treatment for rapid inactivation of IgG antibodies. 
Clinical proof-of-concept shown in a number of clinical researches.' 2 Stage II completed and a third 

private investigator sponsored research is recurring in the United States.' Phase II data released in The 

New England Journal of Medicine, August 3, 2017.' Highdes multicenter study continuous-- Potential 

filing 2018.' Unmet clinical demand throughout a number of intense IgG-mediated autoimmune 

conditions. 

Initial focus on inactivating antibodies before hair transplant.Significant unmet need.9.' IgG antibody 

regulating enzymes-- IdeS, NiceR and also EndoS.' Lead prospect IdeS in Phase II.' Strong IP protection, 

Orphan Drug Designation and also PRIME.IgG-modulating enzymes-- An unique mode-of-action.Hansa 

Medical roadmap.Development of improved endopeptidases.( Unique immunoglobulin-cleaving 

enzymes for repeat dosing, NiceR). 

Authorization for pre-treatment of sensitized patients and instant go-to-market.Proof of concept for 

associated indicators-- short-term focus on a couple of signs,.while assumption is broad 

applicabilityOverview to.HMED pipe.Christian Kjellman, Senior Vice President,.R & d.12.Pipeline with 

smash hit possibility. 

Note: 1) Present and future IdeS Stage II research studies to be based on the same Phase I examine. 

Arise from the Stage I study have actually been released, Winstedt el al.( 2015) PLOS ONE 10( 7 ). 2) 2 

separate Stage II studies with IdeS in sensitized patients are currently ongoing. 3) Phase II researches in 

antibody mediated rejection. 



( ABMR) blog post kidney transplantation as well as blood-group inappropriate (ABOi) kidney transplant 

are being intended. 4) Phase II research studies in uncommon autoimmune.conditions like GBS are being 

planned. 5) Out-licensed to Axis-Shield Diagnostics Ltd. 


